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1.  Arm - A human limb; technically the part of the superior limb 
between the shoulder and the elbow but commonly used to refer to 
the whole superior limb
Sample sentence: I had an amazing time, even though I had a broken 
arm.
2.  Counter - a long flat surface where customers are served, 
forexample in a shop or a bank
Sample sentence: Counter at the chemist / drug store.

3.  Cover all -A loose-fitting protective garment that is worn over 
other clothing

Sample sentence: He saw a man dressed in white painter's coverall.

4.   Depot - A depository for goods. [Storage]
Sample sentence: Depots were built close to the docks.

5.  Hop - to jump up or move somewhere quickly
Sample sentence:  He hopped over the puddle.

6.  Hostage - A prisoner who is held by one party to insure that 
another party will meet specified terms
Sample sentence: The kidnappers are asking a million dollars in 
return for the release of their hostage.

7.   Mask - A covering to disguise or conceal the face.
Sample sentence: Masked gunmen had given them only a few 
minutes to leave their homes.

Vocabulary
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Six year old LaNiyah Bailey [la-nahy-yuh bey-lee ] is one of the many 
young girls who gets teased at school for being fat.
But instead of feeling sorry for herself, LaNiyah chose to write a book 
retelling her struggle with kids who constantly bully her. With the help 
of her mother, LaToya White, LaNiyah created the book entitled "Not 
Fat Because I Wanna Be." LaNiyah said that through this book, she 
hopes to let other children understand that bullying others because of 
how they look is wrong.

Q: What is LaNiyah's reason for writing the book "Not Fat Because I 
Wanna Be"?
A: She is writing the book to let other children know what teasing 
others because of how they look is not good.

LaToya revealed in an interview that her daughter's weight is not 
something controllable by diet nor exercise. At a young age, LaNiyah 
is suffering from a number of health problems and one of those is a 
disorder called Polydipsia [pol-ee-dip-see-uh], a condition similar to 
'water diabetes'. Polydipsia, a disease unknown to many, causes a 
person to experience excessive thirst, forcing them to drink lots of 
fluids. Despite healthy diet and regular exercise people suffering from 
this disease usually become overweight because their bodies retain 
too much water.

Q: What did LaToya White reveal about her daughter's condition?
A: LaToya said that her daughter is suffering from health problems 
and one of which is a sickness called Polydipsia.
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This illness makes her daughter fat because she needs to drink a lot of 
liquid and most of what she drinks stays on her body.
Both mother and child were interviewed in CNN and they shared their 
experience which inspired them to write the book.
Excerpts from "Not Fat Because I Wanna Be" by LaNiyah Bailey:
I always tried to hold back my tears, but they came anyway. "BJ called 
me a big-fat elephant girl."
I sobbed. "And they all call me fatty pants."
My mom would hug me tight and say, "Don't cry honey. Don't give 
them the pleasure. People often judge others by how they look on the 
outside. They don't take time to discover the beautiful person that's on 
the inside."

Q: What does LaNiyah's mother do to her every time she comes home 
crying?
A: She would give LaNiyah a hug and tell her that some people only 
judge others by the way they look and not how they are inside.

Discussion A 

1.What do you think of the saying 'don't judge a book by its cover"?

2.How do you usually judge a person? (Do you judge them by the way 
they look, the way they act, their activities, etc.)

Discussion B

1. What do you think can parents do to prevent their children to bully or 
to get bullied by others?

2. Do you think it is okay for parents to encourage their children to fight 
back when they are being bullied? Why or why not?
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Rod was a manager at House Depot. He worked about 50 hours a 
week. He loved his job, although the extra hours cut into the time he 
could spend with his three little girls. One morning he was supposed 
to go home at 7 a.m. Instead, he stayed on to help out for three more 
hours. He was just about to leave at 10 a.m. when he heard 
something.    

At one of the checkout counters, he saw a man dressed in white 
painter's coveralls pointing a gun at the female checker. He had on a 
yellow cap, a white plastic painter's mask, and white gloves.

Rod hurried over. Times in Los Angeles had changed. All managers 
now received training on how to respond to armed robberies and 
hostage-taking. Rod was nervous, but he knew what he was supposed 
to do. He approached the gunman.
"Sir, please don't point that gun at me. We will give you all the 
money."

The gunman didn't even wait for Rod to finish his sentence. He shot 
Rod in the stomach. The checker screamed. The gunman ran out to a 
white van and hopped in. The van sped off.
Rod didn't even make it to surgery. The killing made all the TV news 
shows. House Depot offered a $100,000 reward.
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Rod was a manager at House Depot. He worked about 50 hours a 
week. He loved his job, although the extra hours cut into the time he 
could spend with his three little girls. One morning he was supposed 
to go home at 7 a.m. Instead, he stayed on to help out for three more 
hours. He was just about to leave at 10 a.m. when he heard 
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At one of the checkout counters, he saw a man dressed in white 
painter's coveralls pointing a gun at the female checker. He had on a 
yellow cap, a white plastic painter's mask, and white gloves.

Q: What happened when he was just about to leave at 10 a.m.?
A: When he was just about to leave at 10 a.m. he heard something at 
one of the checkout counters, he saw a man dressed in white 
painter's coveralls pointing a gun at the female checker.

Rod hurried over. Times in Los Angeles had changed. All managers 
now received training on how to respond to armed robberies and 
hostage-taking. Rod was nervous, but he knew what he was supposed 
to do. He approached the gunman.
"Sir, please don't point that gun. We will give you all the money you?

Q: What he was supposed to do?
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The gunman didn't even wait for Rod to finish his sentence. He shot 
Rod in the stomach. The checker screamed. The gunman ran out to a 
white van and hopped in. The van sped off.
Rod didn't even make it to surgery. The killing made all the TV news 
shows. House Depot offered a $100,000 reward.

Q: What did the gunman do to Rod?
A: The gunman didn't even wait for Rod to finish his sentence. He 
shot Rod in the stomach.
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Discussion A 

1. If you were Rod would you do the same thing?

 
2. What are some things people can do to protect  themselves 
from crime?

Discussion B

1. If your friend has committed a serious crime, how would you 
act?

2. What is the difference between crime and sin?
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